
FREDDIE JO2 S1 DD

FREDDIE J02

Material used

Upper: Knitted Polyester
Collar lining: Airmesh black
Sole: Polyurethane direct injected
double density sole (Oliver)
Toecap: Fiber glass(impact
resistant capability upto 200 J)

Sole insert: TPU shock absorber 

heel patch

Average Size   

36 to 47
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SAFETY 
SHOES

Color

Upper: Green & Back
Upper sole: Green
Lower sole: black

Standards: 
EN ISO 20345:2011

Certification Category :
II

Category/protective function:
S1 SRC

Applications:

Pharmaceutical Industry
, Inspection and Maintenance
Agrochemical handling Decomposition
of production plants,
Industrial cleaning and Maintenance
Military application Emergency
response services, spill clean-up and
accident interventions Disease and
disaster management,
Medical applications

Low ankle safety shoe , 
Aesthetic design, 

Removable PU foot bed,
Cleated PU sole for extra grip,

Energy absorbent heel
Antistatic & Acid and alkali 

resistant sole

mailto:safety@mallcom.in


Instruction for use

Safe feet!!

Instructions for storage:

Store the gloves in cool dry place away from
frost and light in their original carton and
packing.

Warning
Shoes not to be worn when there is a risk of

entanglement by moving parts of machines.

Instructions for cleaning / maintenance:

After any use, leave unpacked shoes in a

ventilated place away from any heat source. To

remove any clay and dust, use a non metallic

brush. For shoe polishing, use a standard product.

It is recommended to clean the shoe thoroughly

after use and leave it to air prevent foul odor and

maintain hygiene.

Protective footwear worn in the workplace
is designed to protect the foot from physical
hazards such as falling objects, stepping on
a sharp object, heat and cold, wet and
slippery surfaces, exposure to corrosive
chemicals, compression (roll over or
piercing objects), Vibration.

Our superior range of Safety 
shoes provides excellent  

comfort and durability with 
unparallel mechanical resistant 

properties to keep feet safe

Limits to use:
Do not use this shoe out of its usage
specifications defined in the instructions
above. This shoe does not contain substance
known as being carcinogenic, neither toxic,
nor likely to cause allergies to the sensitive
people.

Performance:
This safety shoes are personal
protective equipment according
to the European Directive
89/686, special for ergonomics,
harmlessness, comfort and
complies furthermore the basic
and marked additional
requirements of EN ISO
20345:2011

Marking Instructions:

Marking usually takes place on
shoe tongue. Components of
marking placed one by one
accordingly as follows –
I. FREDDIE J02
II. CE Marking 20345
III. Shoe size
IV. Quarter year (QR/YY)
V. Logo of instruction manual

Packaging Instruction: 

1 pair shoe in primary box.
10 boxes in corrugated carton.


